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Single Player Cutting Machine for single 
THOOB  cutting became realty
Full Automatic
Semi-Automatic



 

 Gertsch Consulting & Mode 
 Vision

 
 ”

  Software’s

o Pod

o MTM

o 

 Single
Player Cutting Machine

  BULLMER
PREMIUM-   Bullmer

(CUT

CAD GRAFIS
.Plotter  

After two years of hard work in cooperative with the biggest company of EURBA, Alnaseej Alarabi and 
Gertsch Consulting & Mode Vision release a full computerized system for cutting a sigle THOOB. The 
system consists of two components:

Softwares which are:

- POD CAD  system.

- MTM tool

- GRAFIS CAD

Single Player Cutting Machine

Savings in the use of fabrics
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Single Player Cutting Machine for single 
THOOB cutting became realty

 
 

Tailor will not waist time in 
adjusting the pattern cut. 

 

A minute to a minute 
and a half to prepare 
Pattern plan



Pod pattern on Demand
New and professional marketing qualitative 
experience by Pod pattern on Demand. It is 
much like a shop-mail or portable electronic 
selling point which enables the customer to 
participate effectively in the selection of the 
design and its details. the customer can re-
view the product via three-dimensional display 
of the product before production.

 
customers safely through the order process-
es. A visualization tool allows customers to 
see what their orders look like.

Taking measurements and adjusting mea-
surements with the utmost detail and accura-
cy and at the micro level.

24

Because it is a downloadable software it can 
be download on mobile or any tablet device. 
it enable yoy to go to the customer at any 
place or receive him in the hall with the pos-
sibility of implementation of the order by send 
data from a mobile phone or any other tablet 
device 24 hours That because the software is 
directly contact the database and the cutting 
section.



MTM
 

enables the customer to participate effectively 
in the selection of the design and its details.

 

Aple to connect with body scanners de-
vices.

4.0
ERP

With «pod – Pattern on Demand®» we offer 
you a system for the future, ready to use! In 

4.0



 MTM 

  WEB SHOP

your bespoke fashion! They apply to the 
Web shop and to 4-Manufacture.
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 GERMAN- CAD software for pattern
construction.GRAFIS



  

 25-10

Savings in the use of fabrics at 
rates ranging between %25-10

- A minute to a minute and 
a half is the time needed to 
prepare Pattern plan for cut 
automatically and without 
human intervention and with 
high accuracy and a -24hour, 
from any location.

-30
 100

The software creates all the 
parts of pattern plan (for 
Thoob) in accordance with 
the input and the rates set 
by the designers with high 
accuracy and easily without 
the need for specialized 
professionals.

1:30



GRAFIS
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Innovation Made
in
Germany

PREMIUMCUT
A CLASS OF IT´S OWN

+ economic Workflow

+ individual machinery settings

+ working width up to 5m

+ low energy consumption

+ versatile due to large tooling range

www.bullmer.de

made to      measure
arabian
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PREMIUMCUT - Single Player 
Cutting Machine 

.



BULLMER TURBOCUT CV 
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www.alnaseej.com.sa
alnaseej
alnaseej
alnaseej alarabi 

alnaseejco

Email: info@alnaseej.com.sa
KSA, Jeddah
00966 648 0999


